
DCMTK - Feature #655

Adapt INSTALL file for new release

2015-08-28 12:11 - Michael Onken

Status: Closed Start date: 2015-08-28

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee: Jan Schlamelcher % Done: 100%

Category: Documentation Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: 3.6.2   

Module:  Compiler:  

Operating System:    

Description

The DCMTK /INSTALL file refers to the latest stable release (now 3.6.0). It must be updated for a stable release. This ticket is for

storing the information that should be (at least) considered compared to the current version.

Add short note about external and internal dictionary configuration and refer to dcmdata/docs/datadict.txt

Add new DCMTK modules: dcmfg, dcmiod, dcmseg, dcmpmap, dcmtract

Related issues:

Related to DCMTK - Feature #777: Document external and internal dictionary co... Closed 2017-07-17

History

#1 - 2015-09-18 14:09 - Jörg Riesmeier

- Description updated

#2 - 2015-09-18 14:11 - Jörg Riesmeier

- Target version changed from 3.6.2 to 3.6.1+

To be discussed: Maybe, we could update the INSTALL file more regularly, i.e. at least for each and every snapshot.

#3 - 2015-10-09 12:17 - Michael Onken

Decision from DCMTK Team: Update together with code, i.e. the INSTALL documentation should always apply to the source code not to the last

release (or snapshot) any more. This requires a single action in the beginning and continuous work from all developers.

#4 - 2015-10-09 12:17 - Michael Onken

- Assignee set to Jan Schlamelcher

#5 - 2015-10-09 12:20 - Michael Onken

- Private changed from Yes to No

#6 - 2017-03-24 12:50 - Marco Eichelberg

- Target version changed from 3.6.1+ to 3.6.2

#7 - 2017-06-20 10:43 - Jörg Riesmeier

- Description updated

#8 - 2017-07-17 10:53 - Jan Schlamelcher

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

- Status changed from New to Closed
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Closed by commit #e0af0c5f3a95c02007c. The documentation about external and internal dictionary configuration is still lacking and should be

enhanced, separated into new issue #777.
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